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I Navarra. Spain I 
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Carlos . who IS a music ian and teacher, and his wife Natalia, 
an economist. They have stayed in hotels all over the world 
and dreamed of someday runnong their own. "We wanted 
that was friendly but not too intimate: 

The cube-shaped r o o m s are 
surrounded by rocks and pebbles. 
complementing the beautiful but 
desolate surroundings . The cubes 
were built at offset angles to each 
other. enhanCIng the ' ", lIage" feel. 
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A village of cubes in the middle of the desert 

The scenery feels more like the set of a science fiction film: desert as far as eyes can see. white 
wind-powered generators spinning beyond the hills... 
Not far from Spain 's Basque region is located Bardenas Reales Natural Park. in Europe' s largest 
desert. and in the park sits the hotel Aire de Bardenas. 
The owners are suburban-bred Natalia Perez. Carlos Buenos. Carlos' sister and her husband. One 
might be puzzled abou t their choice of locat ions. but according to the Buenos family. this was the 
perfect spot. 
For Carlos and his wife. running a hotel was their dream job. and this was their perfect spot: a 
place that they knew, but one that has not changed since the Middle Ages. 
The decision was easy. but action .....as more d ifficult . Since the park is a UNES CO wildl ife 
preserve , it took them five years to get a build inq permi t. Then they faced all the problems one 
could imagine. electricity and water being the most obvious. Yet they themselves put the utmo st 
priority on not disturbing the natural environment. at considerable perso nal expense. 
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L One can see the windmill s from the hotel' s 
private pool. 2.Vegetal ion has been planted in 
the ce ntral commo n space . 3.The pri va te 
garden where vege tables are raised is part of 
the scenery. 4.The bay window sofa also serves 
as an extra bed. You can bet on a relaxing sleep 
after tak ing in this view. 

Aire de Bardenas 
Crtra, de Ejea, km. 1.5, 

Tudela , 31500 
n (+34}948-11'66 -66 
www.alredebardenas.com 

Two architects they knew throu gh a nephew des igned 
the buildings. The underlying concept was to create a 
co m fo r t ab le hote l tha t would be a p art o f th e 
breathtaking natural environment rather than an intrusion 
upon it. Guestrooms are furnished with large windows. 
so that one could spend all day admiring the view. 
For minimal environmental impact. guestrooms are in 
simple cube-like str uctures laid out to form a kind of 
"villaqe". Reception is like the ' village office" where the 
guests and owners can chat. 
Given the wondrous landscape. the owners eschewed any 
pictures in the hotel. Natalia remarks. ' lt bas been a year since 
we opened. and I have yet to tire of the marvelous view. 
Hotels have many selling points. but what is real luxury? 
This hotel provides one convincing answer. 
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